
World Language and Global Competency Matrices: 1st Grade 

 

Unit           Benchmark 1  
    

Introduction  

 

Alphabet 

 

Courtesies 

 

Feelings 

 

Home 

 

Family 

 

Body 

 

Weather 

 

Directions 

use Spanish phrases to 
discuss weather 

use common greetings 
appropriately in Spanish 

 

demonstrate an understanding that different regions 
have different types of weather,  including seasons or 
dry/wet months, and why the Earth has seasons 

use Spanish words to correctly 
communicate age, name, color, 
shape, and month 

demonstrate understanding that people  
around the world have different ways to greet 
one another 

recognize the Spanish 
alphabet is similar to English 
with additional letters 

show competency in 
Spanish letter pronunciation   

demonstrate understanding that people in 
different countries speak various languages, 
each having their own alphabet or characters 

recognize common Spanish 
courtesies such as por favor, 
gracias, and de nada 

use common Spanish 
courtiers appropriately in 
authentic situations 

demonstrate understanding that social etiquette 
is different in other cultures around the world 
and tell specific ways to be polite in Hong King 

use common Spanish feeling 
words appropriately in 
authentic situations 

demonstrate understanding that different 
cultures have their own ways of communicating 
emotions both verbally and nonverbally 

use Spanish phrases to ask 
and answer where a person 
is from 

use Spanish phrases to ask 
and answer where a person 
lives 

 

demonstrate understanding that people experience 
diverse living conditions in different areas of the 
world and even within the same region of a country 

recognize common Spanish 
direction words 

identify names of different 
family members in Spanish 

use Spanish family names to 
introduce and discuss 
relatives 

demonstrate an understanding that families live 
in different grouping s and in diverse structures 
within various cultures around the world 

identify Spanish words for 
parts of the body 

use Spanish words to 
provide and understand 
directions 

use Spanish phrases to 
discuss body pain 

demonstrate an understanding that different 
cultures have various medical practices valued 
by their society 

Benchmark 3 

identify Spanish words for 
different types of weather 

demonstrate an understanding in the use of 
technology to find directions  

recognize common Spanish 
feeling words 
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